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Schlegel delivers report on academic wellness
by Anton Zuiker
Rev. John P. Schlegel, S.J.,
academic and executive vice
president, delivered his third and
finalstateoftheacademicwellness
ofJohn C?J :oll University address
to the Faculty Forum last Thursday.
"A university should be a caring community. a place where the

well-being of each member is sensitivelysupponed,"saidSchlegel,
as hesetouttodetail the academic
growth of the university. His
speech also included the findings
of two ad hoc committees and
parting challenges to the university community for the future.
Schlegel noted that the admissions office has continued to do a
fme job recruiting quality fresh-

~~~~~~~~~~~--~~-=

man classes and that the retention
rate for Carroll students is still
well above the national average.
"If all goes weH, 56 percent of
the freshman class of 1987 will
graduate in four years and near 75
percent in five years," said
Schlegel. Healsoexpressedsatisfaction in the growth of the graduate school under Dean Sally
Wertheim.

~~~~~--~~~~~~~~~~

Schlegel, as the academic v1ce
president, oversees the Carroll
faculty. Noting that the university
has hired 14 new full time professors this year, and 54 in the last
three years, Schlegel feels that the
faculty has been increased both
qualitatively and quantitatively.
"It is my hope that with the
increased recognition we are giving to quality in the classroom,
that John Carroll is coming close
to striking the right balance between teaching and research," he
said, referring to the increase in
faculty research productivity.
More than $1.2 million of university funds were devoted to
faculty development in the last
year.
Schlegel also reported the
findings of two ad hoc committees
that he had implemented, one to
research the Grasse IIi L1brary and
the otherto research the quality of
classroom teaching.
'Tnc committee ~ccks a 01.110r

commttmcnt from the unh~rslly
statmg the central role of the
Grassclli Library m the intellectual
life of the university renccting the
needs of both studenLc; and faculty," Schlegel quoted from the

Night janitor
murdered in
home
by Anton Zuiker
Arthur Edmond, 54, a nightshift janjtor in the Student Activities Center, was stabbed to
death in his Cleveland home on
Feb. 18.
Police are questioning a 30
year old woman who allegedly
fought with Edmond and stabbed
him at least 20 times, on Feb. 8,
the Cleveland Plain Dealer reported last week.
Edmond, who worked late at
night in the snack bar, was wellliked by the students who had
contact with him.
"He had this laugh. It made
you tum around and know he
was there," said Gerard Caffrey.
a student cook in the snack bar.
A Cuyahoga County grand
jury is reviewing the stabbing,
and Cleveland Prosecutor Mark
McClain is seeking an indictment of the suspect.

committee report. Among the
needs the report detailed are increased funding, an expansion of
the building and assignable spa~.!.
and the continued automation of
the library.
The second comminee report
detailed recommendations for the
improvement of the classroom
experience.
"I find thecommiuee'srecommendations compreher.sive and
challenging, and for t.~ost part,
they are attainable and doable,"
said Schlegel.
Among the report's seven
points were recommendations for
a teaching enhancement program
so that faculty would be able to
evaluate the quality of their
teaching. The report also recommended mcreased facully academic advtsing, a reduction of
class sv.es to a common sue of
21-25 students. and "that all
classrooms be functionally and
acsthctu.:ally improved to the
standards exempu ICU by Lhc
Bruenmg Hall rooms."
"The [report] presenL<; some
significant challenges. especially
m terms of staffing, class size...and
continutd on page 5

Second of series focuses on rape
more rapes than are actually reponed, acconling to Moore.
News Editor
And, because the chance of
being raped by someone you know
Of all reported rapes, 78 per- is so much greater than being raped
cent of the victims are raped by by a sttanger, Moore said, "Stapeople they know, according to tistically, you are safer out on the
Roland Moore, who spoke in the streets than you are at home."
Wolf and Pot last Tuesday.
Moore also discussed the pos"It doesn't mauer who the sibilitles of gang rape, which IS a
v1ctim ts, if forced sexual conduct phenomenon that1s growing very
is present, it1s rape," said Moore, quickly on college campuses.
who spoke at the second lecture in Moore d!scussed group rape and
the Student Life Office's scnes Lhe added problems of drugs and
Sex and Consequences.
alcohol in the college environment
"Rape is rape is rape, no mauer which Mooresaidaddst.ostudent's
who the two parties inv"l ved are," confusion and uncertainty about
said Moore, who has worked at rape and sexual responsibility.
the Cleveland Rape Crisis Center
There are instances when
smce June 1987, and has been · people make up stories about
involved in the crisis mtervention sexual assault., but the fear among
field for nine years.
men that women will fabricate
According to national statistics stories of rape is mostly unfrom the Bureau of Justice, of 12 founded, according to Moore.
year-old females, one in every 10
"[The rape] is not the victim's
wi II be the victim of rape. Of those responsibility ever; 1t is always
rapes, only four of 10 will be re- the offender's responsibility,"
ported. Also, there are thought to Moore said.
be anywhere from three to 10 Limes
"Blaming the victim is easy for

by Julie Smith

us because it IS closely related
with the idea that it will never
happen to me," said Moore. He
added that when people can find
reason to believe that the v1ctim
was in some way asking for the
criminal act, then the people feel

more comfortable with the idea
that it w11l not happen to them.
"Even people who make all of
the right choices are victims of
rape sometimes," said ,Moore.
"They are no more at fault than
continued on page 5
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More faculty presence
needed at JCU
John Carroll University is a community, function able only when all of
its members work together to improve the organization. While in the past
the student body has been challenged for its apparent lack of interest in its
own affairs, or apathy if you will, now the attention should be focused on
the JCU faculty.
At last week's Faculty Forum meeting Rev. John Schlegel, S.J.,
executive and academic vice president, praised the faculty for their hard
work in the university. Unfortunately, Schlegel was speaking to about only
75 faculty members, only a little more than a quaner of the full -time
professors in the forum. This monthly meeting, while normally important
for the faculty representation in the community, was of even greater
importance this month because of the vice president's annual speech on the
academic wellness of the university. Such an important address should be
heard by as many of the faculty as possible. In this way, Schlegel's speech
can be heard by those most touched by his recommendations.
Regardless of whether there is a vice president address or not, the Faculty
Forum should be regularly and fully attended. In this way, the academic
members of the community can be responsible for the growth and wellbeing of the university.
·
But the attention does not stop at the Faculty Forum.
Students see faculty members each weekday in classrooms, labs,
hallways, and even walking to the activities center. But faculty presence
is necessary in more instances. than these. Weekend sporting events and
Senior Class Happening Hours, theatre productions and cafeteria lunches:
students should be able to notice the presence of faculty at these functions.
~ me ncMa~ons. Linda Seward and David Reese of the
Communications Department, Dr. Andrew Welki of the Business School,
and Dr. James Magner of the English Department are some of the wellknown personalities outside of the classroom.
Granted, most faculty members have families to take care of and homes
to travel to, but an extra hour for university events or meetings can only add
to the already proud community feeling prevalent throughout the campus
and create a more positive student-faculty relationship.
Furthermore, one group that should be even more noticeable is the Jesuit
faculty. As the numbers of Jesuit members decrease, the presence of those
who are here becomes paramount. Their active presence on campus can
only add to the Jesuitness of this university.
Finally, these words are intended to commend those who have actively
panicipated outside of the classroom and to encourage all else to make the
same effort.
Th~
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This, all of this, is patriotism
Recently the Carroll News has received criticism concerning coverage
of the Persian Gulf conflict. This crisis has rightly captured the interest of
the John Carroll community. As it is the job of the university newspaper
to meet the needs of the members of the university, the CN has sought to
provide accurate, unbiased information and provoke the thoughtful debate
that befits an academic environment.
It should be noted that the CN has represented both sides of the issue in
anicles alJout the war and solicited the divers opinions of the editorial staff
in producing signed editorials and editorial cartoons. The editorial board
members. tbc editors:responsiblefordiscussingandaniculating the positions
represented in the main editorial and "Hirs and Misses" column, take as
their solemn duty the consistent expression of their common values and
ideologies.
In reference to the specific issue of the Middle East crisis, the consensus
of the editorial board is threefold. First, as citizens of the United States and
specifically journalists, we hold the First Amendment guarantee to free
speech and free press to be an inviable liberty that is neccessary if we are
to have fair government and healthy intellectual discourse. The free
exchange of ideas includes letters to the editors, Forum pieces, war protests
and war support rallies. When an idea, any idea, is not allowed expression,
we are less enlightened, less democratic and less free.
Second, we are in full support of our troops. Whether or not we agree
with the policy-makers who have engaged the soldiers in battle, we suppon
the soldiers in their decision in enlisting and fulfilling the obligations of the
job. Most importantly, we are motivated by concern for their welfare; our
greatest desire is their safe return. Third, we advocate a speedy resolution
to the conflict, as diplomatic and peaceful as possible. For the liv~s of our
troops and the civilians in the theater, a quick end to the bloodshed is the
unparagoned solution.
Finally, it is the right, even the duty, of our readers to express their views
about the situation, as some have in letters to the editor. If you disagree with
our views, your contribution is necessary because every idea is potentially
valuable. But please don't close your mind to the
opposition, or worse,
attempt to silence the opposition. Go and exercise
your rights: wave a flag, wear a flag, bum a flag,
march on Washington, send letters to soldiers or
play our national anthem on your trumpets loudly
beneath the moon at midnight. This~ all of this, is patriotism.
Editor's note: The following is editorial cartoonist Brian Ballentine's reply to a
leuer to the editor printed in the Forum section.
I am sorry that up until now the "comics" in the CN have meant so little to you. As
you know, "comics" can be powerful things. Unfortunately ,they can be misinterpreted.
There is always that risk. I am not a prejudiced or rascist person. I do feel that having
individual history months segregates people even further. That was my only poinL
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Keeping in touch is harder than ever
by ChuckBeilstein
Forum writer
Oh, how to get in touch with
those people you haven't seen
since Chrisunas break. You know,
the ones who are never home the
same time you are, the ones who
are even worse at keeping in touch
than you are.
So do you write or call?
On the one hand, everyone's
all up in arms about this 29 cent
stamp thing. Sure, theres no number of stamps you can buy that
costs a round number. Sure there
aren't even REAL 29 cent stamps
with pictures of Elvis or Jimmy
Duranteorsomconeon them,just
those dainty "F stands for Aower"
ones conceived by the folks at the
Children's Television Workshop
(the Sesame Street people}.
But did you know that this is
technically the fltSt time the postal
rate has increased since the days

of the Pony Express? That's right.
And at the expense of sounding
like Cliff from Cheers, I'll tell you
that sending a letter by horse cost,
you guessed it, a quarter (a lot
more in relative worth back then).
Sure, a quarter back then
bought you the best service available, what today would be comparable to Federal Express levels
of service. And today it buys you
the very minimum of service, the
bottom of the bucket sorry old "it
will get there when it will" service
in which Valentines arrive with
the March lion.
But let's face it. sending letters
tastes terrible. Obviously the folks
at the United States Postal Service
haven't put the extra four pennies
into Research and Development
in an effort to make the backs of
stamps any more yummy. And
envelopes are no delicacy, either.
Why don't they swipe a recipe or
two from the people who concoct

Snow day observations

those delicious toothscrubs now risk of being cut off by call waitavailable at your favorite dentist's ing (something Lucifer invented
(the last two words being some- during his short stint at AT&T).
what of a paradox)? Last time I You needn't worry that your leuer
got my choppers looked at, I was will wake your friend up.
treated to a choice of Very Cherry
In all fairness, a call does get
or Banana.
immediate
Just what
response
from even
navor arc
your least
stamps? My
literate
guess
is
pals. And
Formaldesometimes
hyde Delite.
hearing a
Letter
voice IS
writing does
much bethave many
ter.
distinct adHeck..
vantages
even Zsa
over calling
Zsa Gabor
on
the
loves usphone, though. One IS that you
ing
the
phone.
I
understood
when
never have to pay flrst minute
MCI
used
Regis
and
Kathy
Lee
m
charges to talk to someone's maads,
but
ZsaZsa
saymg
she
loves
chine. Another is that halfway
through writing a climactic story calling her lawyer? Just what th1s
down on paper, you don't run the country needs is a new trend of

Editors note.
The Carroll News regrets any misunderstanding

think our grousing.
Carol Rubtno '93
Palricia Brandl '91
Sarah M. Roth '92

Franccsca M. Bclvclaqua '93
KeUy M. Foley '92

To the Editor:
I must protest the inconsiderate treatment the commuting students received at the hands of this univeristy
on Feb. 15. As a commuter, I am used to life as a nonWould-be vandals beware
person, but enough is enough!
To have spent 40 minutes crawling over treacherous
To the Editor:
roads only to find that we had to turn back was frustratDue to past attempts of vandalism of the flag and
ing enough, but for those of us who depended on other flagpole on the Quad, it has been treated with a substance
people for rides and had already been dropped off, it was that stains.
positively infuriating!
Please do not touch or lean against the flagpole as this
The powers that be should never have waited until may stain and damage your clothes.
8:45 a.m. to decide to cancel classes. That decision
Thank you for your cooperation.
should be made by 7:30a.m., or not at all.
Michael K. Pyle
Christine Nagy '93
Assistant to the Dean of Students
To the Editor:
Today [Feb. 1, 1991], there were no classes. The
university was, for all practical purposes, shut down.
Faculty and students alike were overjoyed to hear the
news. We didn't have to go out and brave the cold.
Some people did not get the day off. It is these people
who deserve our thanks. The maintenance crew kept the
sidewalks and parking lots clear. Without these people
we would surely be up to our knees in snow.
The Marriott workers braved the cold and ice to keep
us fed. They served us with the friendly smiles that we
are all used to. Would we be in a good mood if we were
the ones working?
The housecleaning staff was here, too. They clean up
the mess that we always leave for them. They put up
with our nasty morning moods and still greet us with a
cheery "Good Morning" and a smile. And what about
the Security and office staffs that made it here? They
kept things in order while we all got that extra hour of
sleep.
Perhaps, I he next time we want to complain about the
conditions here we will remember this day- and re-

convicted cnminals doing commercials. What's next- Cha:les
Manson domg spots for Prell?
Back to the debate at hand.
Sure phoning is fun for 27 days
and then suddenly Ohio Bell sends
you the bill.
Is it just me who looks down
the summary of calls and realizes
the only one I really needed to
make was a 15 center? And do the
clocks at Bell Headquarters seem
to be doing double time every
time you make a call?
So m summary. stamps are a
one-ume, flat fee which really isn't
that expensive. But mail is slow
and yucky compared to phoning
wh1ch IS relatively qUJckand bland
tasung(unless you were to dip your
phone rece1ver in some Pine Sol
for that envelope taste).
Phone calls are more personal
and convenient. but the bill hits
like a monthly hangover. You
dcc1de.

resulting from leur wt•t•k' s eduorial

CN cartoon fnsurts reader

To the Editor:
1rarely remember or am affected by the comics in the
CN. Unfonunatcly, upon opening the first page of the
CN last week I saw a parucularly memorable "com1c".
Brian Ballenunc's "What IS the Point" tllustrauon was
not only insulting to myself (and I'm sure others), butn
is even more troruc cons1dering the articles on the
campus racial problem and apartheid that have appeared
in recent CN issues.
A Caucasian History Month is unnecessary because
the curriculum we have historically been taught is baSed
primarily upon Caucasian people's conlributions to
society.
The contributions made by those people of African
Church requires abstinence
descent have been underemphasized throughout the
ages, resulting in the need for an awareness program
such as Black History Month. It is not intended as an
To the Editor:
A point of clarification needs to be made about an item affront to people of other races. It is intended to promote
which appeared in "Hits and Misses" of the Feb. 21 issue. unity through education anc! mutual understanding.
Perhaps through participation in an on-campus or
According to the article, "abstaining from meat is no
community
sponsored event celebrating Black History
longer required by the Catholic Church." Although this is
Month
or
attending
the African American History
the case for ordinary Fridays throughout the year. it is not
museum
in
nearby
University
Circle, Mr. Ballentine
the case during the season of Lent.
would
have
a
more
informed
perspective
of the issue at
According to the Second Vatican Council's Constitution on Sacred Liturgy, one of the characteristics of the hand.
Lenten season is penance. This decree states that penance
Carol Schumacher '93
should "not be only internal and individual, but also
external and social. "(Art. 110) The purpose of penitential
practices is to remind the faithful of the social consequences of sin and of the "real essence of the virtue of
penance."(Art. 109) It is in this context that the Catholic
Church continues to require abstaining from meat on the
Fridays of Lent.
Dr. Francesco C. Cesareo
Department of History
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U.5. presence in Gulf is necessary, just
Editor's Mtt The following is
a trafiScript ofan address given by
a member of the JCU Political
SciencefacuJ ty as part oftheforum
"Crossfire. The Desert Storm Crisis."
By Dr. Andreas Soblsch
Notwithstanding the repeated
pronouncements by the Bush administration, there still seems to
be some confusion over why the
U.S. ispursuingthecurrentcourse
of action in the Gulf conflict. Let
me briefly review these reasons:
I. To prevent any one power
from gaining a strangle hold on a
large portion of the world's oil
supply.
Oil continues to be, and will be
for the future, the lifeblood of the
world's economy. Saddam Hussein would still want to sell his oil,
but by con1rolling a large share of
worldreserves,say40%, he would
be able to manipulate the price
virtually at will and be in the position of doing great harm to our
economy.
2. To contain or eliminate
Hussein as a major player in the

region.
Saddam is a very dangerous
man. No one can deny th1s. Comparisons to Hitler or Stalin are not
unjustified given his evident
ruthlessrl"...ss and his designs to
dominate the region. We will never
know whether he had planned on
auacking Saudi Arabia after takingover Kuwait. but a weak-kneed
re-.sponse on the part of the U.S.
and others could have encouraged
hllffi to move on.
3. To Liberate Kuwait and restore its legitimate government
The Kuwaiti government was
not a democratic one, not by a
long shoL Does this mean that the
Kuwaiti people deserved to have
their country invaded, ransacked,
and plundered?
Denying the Kuwaiti people
the right to live in peace is callous
at best. racist at worst The principle of sovereignty applies to all
countries. not just democracies.
4. Tosendamessagetowouldbe imitators of Saddam that this
kind of conduct will not be tolerated by the world community.
It is well to remember that
Saddam •s invasion ofKuwait was

not some "limited" action to install a friendly government, but an
outright take-over of an independent country for reasons of selfaggrandizement of the kind not
seen m qu1te some time.
The United NatiOns in particular, which after all was created to
prevent just this kind of behavior.
had no choice but to act resolutely. including, as a last resort,
the use of military force.
5. To revive the old idea of
collective security (the "New
World Order").
For the ftrst time since World
War II, both superpowers are lining up on the same side of a major
conflict. and for the ftrSt time they
are not blocking each other's
moves, be that in the U.N. Security Council or by the threat of
mutual anmhilation.
It is precisely the ending of the
Cold War and the disintegration
of a world in which both superpowersexercised tightcontrol over
their respective clients. This created the opponunity for Saddarn
Hussein, and may well in the future for others like him.
It is incumbent upon the U.N..
and those nations who claim to
take its principles seriously, toreestablish the role it was designed
to play after WWTI.
It is important to understand
that all five of the above reasons
are interrelated. Each one by itself
may beapowerful moral and legal
jusLJfication for resistance to I.raq,
but only in combination do they
produce the kind of political im-

petus for the reaction that we sec
unfolding now.
As for the sanctions imposed
on Iraq by the U.N., I was among
those who would have preferred
holding out a while longer. However, the last five weeks have
clearly demonstrated that he IS
willing to absorb considerable
punishment without showing any
sign of movement.
It seems unlikely that even a
longer period of time, say six to
nine months, an embargo would
have compelled him to do what
four weeks of heavy bombing have
not been able to do.
As far as diplomacy is concerned, it was given a chance,but
diplomacy can on1 y succeed if both
sides are willing to come to a
negotiated settlement. I.raq was
clearly not willing to settle for
anything even remotely acceptable to the world community. The
high level talks between Secretary
of State Baker and Foreign Minister Azizinearly January demonstrated this only too clearly.
Those who are critical of the
Bush administration of our involvement confuse coercion with
leadership. The U.S. is the only
country with the military and politicaJ capacity to pull off this
type of operation - thus it IS
destined to lead it.
It would be politically impossible for smaller countries to take
the lead because they would find
themselves in an untenable situalion. Unfonunately, it is precisely
because the U.S. has the capacity

to pull this operauon off, all by
itself if necessary, that many
smaller counLnes, who may want
Saddam cut down to size just as
much as we do, are hoping that
they can catch a free ride at our
expense.
To guard against just this, finn
leadership is called for. This is
precisely what the administration
has done so far.
No policy option is risk free.
Those who favor the current
strategy must admit that its political success, unlike the military
one, is far from assured.
Any outcome that leaves
Saddam Hussein in power in Iraq
may bolster his statuS and political authority in the Arab world.
though at significantly reduced
military capability.
In that case, the U.S. may have
to keep a military presence in the
Middle East for the foreseeable
future, an outcome that opens all
kindsofpossibilities,mostofthem
unfavorable. On the other hand,
those who favor a non-military
response, or even no response at
all, must ask themselves if they
are willing to live with a Saddam
Hussein who, in a few years, will
be in possession of nuclear weapons.
Those who claim that severe
sanctions and embargos could be
maintained indefinitely are deluding themselves.
On balance, it seems to me as
though the current mibtary strategy is far less risky than any of its
proposed alternatives.

Carter deserves recognition as
American of the decade

See Captain Starich at the
Student Activity Center on March 8,
between 10:00 am - 2:00pm
or call (216) 678-4290

By Tom Fraser
Forum Writer
Last December, Washington
Post columnist George Will proposed a "Person of the Millennium." He chose Thomas Jefferson. Meanwhile, Time Magazine
selected President George Bush
as "Men of the Year." Adequate
arguments justify Will's and
Time's selections. Sparked, I began a search of an adequate
American of the decade.
This person, I decided, must
embody the Jeffersonian spirit of
egalitarianism with a practical
response to present social problems. Jefferson, as Will points out,
embodied the American ideaall men are created equal. America,
as Jefferson saw it. would embrace
political, social, and cultural diversity. This acceptance of the
American idea retains a responsibility for the American to protect
the inalienable freedom of

persons. This acceptance of the
American idea also poses the picture of an ideal free American;
one who is responsive to his
neighbor's need, one who is
temperate, and one who is modest To meet these requirements,
one would act logically and
pragmatically for the preservation
of the American idea.
For this honor, I propose
Jimmy Carter as the American
person of the decade. In the past
decade he has retreated from the
public arena. However, in adopting his own response to the
American idea, he has quietly
made a tremendous difference to
many people. Without desiring
and while avoiding publicity, he
is participating in a project to
rebuild homes in inner-city Atlanta, he has negotiated a ceasefire in the American-funded
Nicaraguan civil war, and even
teaches Sunday school at his local church. Never an inspiring

orator or public leader, he is the
American person of the decade
because of the example he has led
in his private life. To the
Jeffersonian ideal, Carter is a palpable choice- responsive to his
fellow human being, an educator,
a person who is both religious and
temperate. To the ideal of Time's
man of the year, Carter is a particularly bright spot among the
"thousand pomts of light"
If the two were contemporaries,
Jefferson and Carter would be fast
friends. Neither a great orator, but
both sharing a common bond of
the American idea, the two, I
suspect, would spend an afternoon
on one the other's porch discussing some politics. some farming.
and what America is ultimately
about.
They might lament what the
American idea has become, but
they undoubtedly would share the
same hope of what America can
still be.
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Schlegel speaks on
academic well-being
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Alumnus funds scholarship for
health professions students
by Alice Carle
News Editor

Premedical and predental students at John Carroll University
will benefit in future years from a
scholarship fund established by
Dr. Kenneth Callahan, a fonner
president of the JCU Alumni Association and current member of
the University's Board ofTrusteeS.
The scholarship will begin with
an ini · 1f n ·n

wi ll provide a S 1,500 annual
scholarshjp to a worthy student
plannmg a career in the health
professions.
"I benefited greatly from Jesuit
education," said Callahan, an oral
and maxillofacial surgeon who
graduated from JCU in 1950. "It
provides a strong intellectual
background and moral perspective which is valuable to any young
person."
"I especially would like to see

more young people who aspire to
health care careers obt.ain their
educational foundation at John
Carroll," said callahan. "Thal is
why my wife, Joan, and I have
created this scholarship, wh1ch we
hope to add to in future years."
As part of an endowmentbuilding campaign, Callahan is
starting an effort encouraging
physicians and denllsts who attend JCU to establish scholarship
funds at the University.
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continued from page 1
professionally in an eth1cal man1mplies a more comprehensive ncr," said Schlegel.
evaluation of scholarly act1v1ty,"
Refinement of the core resa1d Schlegel.
quirements and the mtemauonalSchlegel finished h1s address tZation of the curriculum arc also
with his own challenges. reflect- challenges for the un1versity.
mg his concern that Carroll con- "where diversity is aggress1vely
tmue to grow as a communny.
pursued."
"A university is an educauonal
"There is much more that could
purposeful community; a place be said about John Carroll as a
where faculty and students share community
a commun1ty that
academic goals and work together cares, a community that IS open,
to strengthen teaching and learn- welcoming and just. a community
ing on campus," he said. With that celebrates its roots and its
that, he recommended that an future," srud Schlegel. "I believe
"ethics across thecurnculum pro- JCU to be such a commumty. but
gram" be implemented. "It is an like all human organizauons there
integral part of our miss1on to edu- IS a need for reflection, evaluation
cate men and women who respond and new progress."

Second of series
explores rape
continued from page 1
said Moore.
The healing process was also
someone who didn't make all of
touched upon in the lecture. Bethe right decisions."
'The people who blame vic- lievmg a victim •s story, searching
tims the most are the victims through their feelings about the
crime, and listening to the victim
themselves," added Moore.
Moore also discussed methods are the most 1mportant steps m
of rape prevention. He satd that the heahng process. accordmg to
rape avoulancc 1s often preached Moore.
"EYenhlilly (dte vic:dmsJ gel
to women.
"If we are serious about rape control over the situation, rather
prevention, we're going to teach than 1t havmg control over them ...
potential offenders not to rape," sa1d Moore.

Thursday, March 7

ECOLOGY &.. ECONOMY

NIGHT
Bring you OWN mug and we'll fill it
.. ...cheap!!
Music Starts@ 1 0 P.M .
Starring .....
$1.00 off w/JCU 1.0.

•
ORGANIZATIONS: Get Involved!!! To place ads in booklet contact
Mary Ann Bjelopira at 397-5109
TO ORGANIZE A BOOTH contact Ann Tirpak at 371-8109 or Maria
Thomas at 371 -7965

For More Information & Sign-Ups
Stop in the Student Union Office
Proceeds to benefit Rainbow Babies & Children Hospital

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

Cedar & S. Taylor Ads.
Cleveland Heights
321-4072
21 & Over
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Worst-case fears on war proven false
Protest, terrorism, and chemical aHack predictions wrong
by Chuch Raasch
CCoPV"Qilt 1991. \.&. TOOAV/~ ColeQe
WoonatiOO Ne~

WASHINGTON - As the
Persian Gulf War grinds toward a
climax, it culminates six weeks in
which what has not happened has
been as startling as what has.
Despite ominous warnings,
Israel has not been drawn into the
war, chemical weapons have not
been used, Arab allies have not
bolted and home-front suppon for
the war has not dropped.
Everett C. Ladd,directorofthe
Roper Center for Public Opmion
Research at the University of
Connecticut , believes that
throughout the crisis, the press
and other members of an imellectual elite misread the degree of
public suppon for pushmg Iraqi
troops out of Kuwait
"It was clear misreading of
everything we knew about
American response (10 war) in the
past.," he said.
But others say there were rca-

sons to believe the threats.
"It was certamly poss1ble to
r.hink of a IOl of horror stories, and
even after the fact, the probabiliues were high enough they were
tobeofconcem,"said University
of Rochester political scientist
John Mueller, anexpenon public
opinionduringwar.Even aslraq's
army started to unravel, it remained
possible that "a few thousand
soldiers may want to make Kuwait
City into another Alamo," he said.
Worst-case fear has become
central to the American psyche in
recent years. Some blame postVietnam War doubts, Others talk
about a widening gulf between the
optimistic beliefs of the public
and some instiwtions such as the
news media, and SOCial and political activists.
Ladd said there has been "a
mood ofquestioning and challenge
which has become son of a norm
of the inteUecwaJ community in a
way that wasn't 70 years ago."
"For some reason," Ladd said,
"Cassandra sells - that kind of

dark prophecy. There is am indset
here; not everyone holds to 1t, but
a general son of questioning, a
greater receptivay to a darlc interpretation of events."
Much fighting may yet take
place, but., so far, someofthemost
momentous predictions have
turned out to be flat wrong. Some
major ones:
- Public opinion would tum
qu•ckly and the anu-war movement would pick up if the war
dragged on. On the contrary, a
Washington Post-ABC News poll
released Sunday showed suppon
for the war had increased from 76
percent the day after it began to 81
percent on the eve of the ground
war. The anti-war movement appears to have floundered.
Ladd said there had been an
"extraordjnarily hard public line
across the board" in suppon of
broad war goals, and a similar
hardening of suppon in Europe.
- This would be the first war
to be televised live. While coverage has been instantaneous and

ubiquitous, mfonnation has been
tightly controlled by both sides.
Livebroadcastshavelargelycome
from military spokesmen. CBS
Pentagon correspondent David
Marun typified the media-Pentagon backlash when he complained
as the ground war began Saturday,
"We are going to be at the mercy
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of rumor and half truths."
-A worldwide wave of terrorism would be unleashed by
Saddam. Although there have been
attacks on U.S. targets in Turkey
and Europe, the most publicized

incident m the United States pipe bombs found at chemical
storage tanks near a military base
m Virginia - turned out to be a
suspected arson-for-insurance

case.
- Saddam would unleash
chemicals and biological agents
against Israel and allied troops.
None have appeared so far.
- Saddam'sarmy,theworld's
founh-Jargest, would use killing
fields of trenches filled with
bummgoll, chemical weapons and
anillery fire to inflict thousands of
aJiied casualties. The allied casualty count so far has been remarlcably low. Insteadofhand-to-hand
fighting, American and allied
troops found unoccupied bunkers
and more than 20,000 Iraqi soldiers
ready to g1ve up.
In one pOignant scene beamed
around the world, one bloodied
Iraqi prisoner kissed his Saudi
captor.

(Chuck Raasch writes for
Cannell News Service.)

Worldwide terrorist acts thought to
be Iraq's last effective weapon
by David Judson
CCopyright 1991. USA TODAY/Apple
Coltege Woonatoon Nerwonc
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WASHlNGTON- Prospects
that the stan of the Persian Gulf
ground war will inspire terrorist
attacks triggered a worldwidealen
to U.S. embassies Sunday, but
expens say it's impossible to tell
if such fears are well-founded.
Reasonable anti-terrorist precautions are in order, they agree,
including extraordinary security
now in place in major airpons
throughout the world and the
counterterrorism task forces the
FBI has set up in several U.S.
cities.
Experts disagree, however,
over just how the mouves and
strategies of the disparate terrorist
organizations in the region will be
affected by what appears to be an
impending rout of Saddam
Hussein.
"We should not be surprised if
we now see an outburst of terrorist
activities," said Yonah Alexander,
among the pessimists on the topic
and a terrorism expen at George
Washington University.
Others say there are strong signs
the terrorist threat appears to be
receding.
"Up until now, we've not had
the terrorism that we expected,"
said Tom Travis, an expert on

politically motivated terrorism at
Bucknell University.
TheStateDepartmentsrud there
have been about 100 terrorist incidents worldwide since Iraq invaded Kuwait on Aug. 2 - significantly higher than the previous year.
Like that incident, any attacks
are likely to be against U.S. targets
overseas, which expertS say are
far easier for terrorists to reach.
StateDepartmentofficialsemphasized that Sunday's bulletin to
embassies urging "additional security" depending on "local
conditions" was largely a routine
precaution and was not the result
of any new threat
However, the threat should be
regarded as serious, according to
Alexander, author of 44 books on
terrorism and Middle East subjects.
He reasons that terrorism will
soon be the only weapon remaining in Saddam's arsenal and that,
finding himself in a desperate
siwation, he is almost cenain 10
mobilize his terrorist network.
Heestimated Saddam may have
as many as 150 agents throughout
the world who already have had
ample time to plan, and now would
be likely to strike at targets particularly in the Middle East and
Europe.
"It seems to me that (terrorism)

is all the Iraqis have to utilize at
this point," Alexander said. " I
think it's open season."
A different assessment was offered by Elie Chalala, a Middle
East expen at California's Santa
Monica College.
Unlike Syrian President Hafez
Assad,the United States' coalition
parmer, Saddam never had his own
terrorist network, but re)jed on
various Palestinian and Lebanese
terrorist factions "to do his diny
work for him," Chalala said.
They are less motivated by
ideology than money. and even if
Saddam survives, he no longer
will have the means to pay them.
Travis said the United States'
action in the Middle East after the
war will detennine the course of
terrorist activity far more than
anything happening today.
If an agreement between the
Palestinians and Israel can be
worked out, if democracy comes
to Iraq,and if the West is perceived
as benevolent after the war, that
could end much terrorism now
emanating from the Middle East,
he said.
"If we win as big as it looks we
might., we are going to have an
unparalleled opportunity to remake the politics of the Middle
East," he said.
(David Judson writes for
Cannell News Service.)
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Accountants find time for others in need
by

Kirsten

Zieminski

The Accounting department
has initiated a program, Volunteer
Income Tax Assistance, which is
aimed at helping the elderly,lowincome families and students with
their federal income taxes.
Dr.GeraJd Weinstein,assistant
professor of accounting and the
advisor of the Accounting Association is the head of this program.
He describes his position by saying "I will just be coordinating,

and serving in a review and oversight position.
The idea for this program was
that of John Piety, director of the
John Carroll University library.
who approached Weinstein with
it several months ago.
The program, new to JCU, is
being carried out with the assistance of the Internal Revenue
Service. The IRS has sent the
needed materials and information
to Weinstein, who has distributed
twenty of these packages to ac-

counting maJors.
Parucipation in this program
so far has been relatively high;
nearly half of the seniors that arc
accounting majors have volunteered to help Weinstein in this
endeavor.
"I am gratified at the response,"
sai<i Weinstein with respect to this
high level of participation.
Weinstein asserted that the
students will be handling only
simple tax returns. While one rum
of the program is to provide them

with experience in dealing with
"clients," he also hopes that it w11l
also "instill an appreciation for
providing service on a volunteer
basis, and encourage them to
continue to be a volunteer (beyond
this commumty)."
One such student who has
volunteered her time is Maura
Zupon. She acknowledge the fact
that other people will need help
with their taxes, specifically
people who have not had the
benefit of instruction in the areas

that she has.
This program wtll begin on
Sunday, March 3 and wm continue
until Sunday, March 24. Accounting majors will be available
on each of these four Sundays in
March from 12:30 - 2:30 p.m. in
the library. Thetr service are free
of charge, and they welcome patrons from within the JCU community as well as those from other
areas.
Any quesuons should be addressed to Weinstein.

Nominations open for Distinguished Faculty Award
by Pat Scullin
Nominations are now being
accepted for the Distinguished
Faculty Award. Submissions will
be accepted in the Office of the
Academic Vice President until
March 15 at 4:30p.m.
The Distinguished Faculty
Award is the highest honor beS«''""P 0n a member of the John
Carroll faculty. The award is
granted on the basis of classroom
teaching, advisement and leadership of studentS, scholarship such
as research and publicauon, and
participation n civic affairs. as
well as those of JCU
The greatest weight in the
evaluation is teaching. The committee will "seek evidence of
teaching effectiveness reflected in

student or peer evaluations, consistency ofquality instruction, and
innovative approaches to subject
matter and to the presentation of
subject matter.
Nominations are to be submitted in signed letter form, citing
merits of the faculty members in
the various areas. Additional information should also be provided
by March 15 to document the credentials of the nominee. Any
student, faculty member, alumni,
or administrator may nominate an
individual.
The committee w11l make a
choice based on the nomination
letters and the documentation
provided. The committee consists of the three previous years
recipients, a representative of the
Alumni Association, an appoin-

tee from the academic vice pres idem, the executive president of
the Student Union, and the presidentof AlphaSigmaNu, theJesuit
Honor Society.
The recipient's photograph will
be placed in the award display in
the Adrn in istration Building along
with their name being inscribed
on the plaque. The recip1ent will
also receive a cash prize of $2000
and framed ptctures of the presentation at commencement.
A reception will be held pnor
to the end of the Spring semester
to present the rcc1p1cnt to the university community.
Faculty members will be officially notified upon the1r nommation so that they can present any
pertinent documentation to the
committee on their behalf. In pre-

vious years, the potential candidates were never officially aware
of their nominauons.
To facilitate subsequent nomination processes, information
presented this year will be confidentially kept for the future. Thus
it may be reactivated in following

years if the faculty member is
renominated. It IS Important to
remember though that nominations from prev1ous years do not
carry over; you must resubmit a
nomination for a faculty member
who has been previously nominated.
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Carroll Quarterly displays university talent
by John Overman
and Pat Scullin
The upcoming Spring issue of
the "Carroll Quarterly" is already
well under way. This John Carroll
publication dates back a long time.
The oldest copy available dates
back to 1952.
The CQ is a collection of short
stories, poems and artWork that
are submitted by students and faculty.

Submissions are currently being accepted from anyone in the
JCU community. All submissions
will be evaluated by the editors
and staff of the CQ and those
entries that qualify for publication
will appear in its upcoming spring
1991 issue.
The CQ is a semester long
process. During this time the
members of the CQ staff holds
meetings every Tuesday at 5 p.m.

in the Idlewood seminar room.
These meetings are open to aiJ
who have an interest in reading
literature. The board includes Dr.
Marie Winegardener, advisor, and
Brigid Reilly and Sandy Palmer,
co-editors. The staff is comprised
of approximately 16 graduate and
undergraduate students. ReiiJy
said that they encourage underclassmen to get involved so the
CQ can grow at an quick pace.

The CQ has grown over the
past three years from a cut-andpaste method to doing layout on
the Macintosh computers. Reilly
said that they hope someday to
have their own computers just to
make it easier for them to use.
This is only one of the many "different directions" that they hope
the CQ wiJI build and grow.
If interested, all submissions
are to be presented to Hellen Barna,
secretary of the English department, no later than March 22
Submissions must be typed an 1
accompanied by a shon bio
graphical description.
If any revisions are made the

staff uses constructive criticism to
guide the writer.
"We'd like to make it known
that the Carroll Quarterly is not
primarily a poetry magazine; but
works of fiction and art are equally
welcomed and accepted," said
Palmer.
The CQ has many plans for the
future including bringing writers
to campus later in the semester,
and sponsoring contests in poetry,
fiction and art next year.
If anyone has any questions or
comments they should be directed
to Reilly or Palmer in the English
department, office A 19, or call
them at 397-4746.

Political a ctivist to
speak on campus

Service Eair
or students
On Monday, March 11, 1991
there will be a Community Service Career Fair entitled "Opportunities
for
Social
Responsibilty."
At this fair you will be able to
talk to representatives about professional careers in community
service and find out about paid
and volunteer internship positions.
The event will take place from
7- 9 p.m. in the SAC conference
Room in the RecPlex.
Some of the age!lgies being
represented include:
On Aging:
Alzheimer's Association
Breckenridge ViUage
Judson Retirement Community
Lake County Council on Aging
McGregor Home
On Teens:
Boy Scouts of America
Family Health Association
Cuyahoga Hills Boys School

Windsor Hospital
Substance Abuse:
Alcohol & Drug Addiction Services Board
Alcoholism Services ofCleveland
Laurelwood Hospital
Special Need Popullltions:
Cleveland Sight Center
Cuyahoga County Board of Mental Retardation
Deepwood Center
National Multiple Sclerosis Society
Phoenix Residential Centers
tJnited Cerebral Palsy Assoc.
Law Enforcement:
Ohio Environmental Protection
Agency
Children:
Achievement Center for Children
Beech Brook
Hellfaire
Bellflower Center
Child Guidance Center
Community Head Start & Day

Court Community Service
Cuyahoga Hills Boys School
Probate and Juvenile Court of
Geauga County
Witness Victim Service Center

of the San Francisco Black Leadership Forum.
"To celebrate 'dramatic' racial
progress while were still engaged
in struggle against campus racism,
a resurgence in racial violence and
retrenchment in civil rights laws
is like stopping a war to celebrate
a winning skirmish," says
Malveaux.
This discussion comes on the
heels of racist incidents that have
happened on the JCU campus.
The lecture is free and all arc
encouraged to attend. For more
information call 397-4185.

13897 Cedar Road
(located in Cedar Center Plaza)

932-8828

Human Service:
American Cancer Society
American Red Cross
Catholic Socialc services of
Cuyahoga County
Cleveland Rape Crisis Center
Council for Economic Opportunity
East Side Catholic Center and
Shlter
Family Health Associatior
Friendly Inn Settlement
Geauga County Department of
Human Services ·
Jesuit Volunteer Corps
Jewish Vocational Service
Visiting Nurse Association

Hospitals:
Cleveland Clinic Foundation
Health Hill Hospital for Chil-

Care
Hattie Larlham Foundation

Educational Institutions
Cuyahoga Community College
Case Western ~eserve University (Mandel S .~ hool of Social
Work)
John Carroll University (Counseling and Hwnan Services)

dren

Criminal Justice:
Cleveland Municipal Court
-Probation Department

Cultural:
The Western Reserve Historical
Society

Rainbow Babies and Children
St. Luke's H~ital

On Friday, March 8 at 3:30
p.m. in theJardineRoomJulianne
Malveaux, a commentator, social
and political activist will speak Of'
racism, work and child care.
Malveaux is a regular contributor to the USA Today editorial pages and a columnist for the
San Fancisco Sun Reporter.
Malveaux has also made her
self known in the realm of racial
equality as a founder and postchair of the San Francisco AntiApartheid Committee, a member
of the NAACP Board of Directors, San Francisco, and presidem
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Moves made to legalize drug
that can be used in lieu of the
"harmful man-made substances
we use," Hartman said.
The debate as to whether or not
Marlin Rini Jr., 31, belongs to
manJuana should be legalized has the Libertarian Pany, the largest
been discussed ever since it was third pany in the Untted States,
prohibited m 1937.
andalsoisamember ofNORML.
"Mother Nature put the mari- "You cannot have a crime if there
juana plant on this earth. Mari- aren't any victims," Rini srud. If
juana is not refined, it is in its the United States is "going to connatural form," said John Hartman, done tobacco and alcohol, then tt
38. Hartman is the North Coast shouldcondonemarijuana."Rini,
coordinator of Ohio NORML as a recovering alcoholic, knows
(National Organization for the about alcohol abuse firsthand.
Reform of Marijuana Laws).
"Marijuana is a mellowing drug,
The possession, sale, and culti- not a violent one. Reforms arc
vation of marijuana is a felony. In needed to change these views."
By legalizing marijuana and
Ohto, the possession of marijuana
results in a fine and a jail sentence taxing it, the government could
if the amount is over 100 grams. make millions of dollars. "ApFines range from $100 to $5,000, proxtmately $64 billion is spent
and the jail terms range from one yearly on drug intervention, and
day to five years depending on the what is it solving?" Rim asks.
arnount ofmarijuanaseized. The
The United States is rcapmg
cult..1vation and sale of marijuana great economic benefits from the
are punishable by a fine ranging excise taxes on the sales of alcofrom $2,500 to $7,500 and jail hoi and tobacco. If mariJuana
terms that range from six months were to be legalized, "it could be
to 15 years.
taxed m the same manner as alThe economic, social and coholand tobacco,"Hartman said.
Currently, "no money is being
health benefitsareallreasons as to
why marijuana should be legal- collected by the U.S. government
ized. "In over 5000 years there off marij uana, while billions of
has never been a marijuana over- dollars are being spent on the war
dose," Hartman said. There arc on drugs," HarLman said. lf
also "many health benefitsa.ssoct- mariJuana were c alt.ted, le '
ated with smoking marijuana," money would be spent fighting
according to Hanman. The lhera- marijuana use, while at the same
pcutic uses of marijuana are nu- lime, tax dollars could be colmerous. Asthma, glaucoma, lected from its sale.
AIDS, tumors, arthritis, headMolly Harnnan, age 38, is also
aches, the side effects of chemo- a member of NORML. She
therapy, depression, and stress all stressed the social aspects that
can benefit from the use of mari- wouldbenefitfromthelegalization
juana. Marijuana is "excellent for of marijuana.
relieving many of the health prob"Eighty percent of the overall
!ems that exist,"said Hartman. court cases in this country are drug
Marijuana is a "natural remedy" related. The courts would be freed

up and cases could be handled
more quickly," said Molly
Hartman.
There is a vast potential in
marijuana as a "bilhon dollar cash
crop," John said. By legalizing
marijuana, farmers would have a
new crop they could grow legally.
The manjuana plant has many
uses, such as a textile for clothes,
a paper source, a fuel, and a medictne. "The benefits of martjuana,
tf legalized, would be both environmental and economteal," said
Rint
NORML is currently working
wt th legiSlators at the state level to
get mariJuana legalized. NORML
ts also working for its legalil.ation
by "getting ll put on a ballot and
having the people vote," Hartman
said.
The legalization of marijuana
is a "basic political bauJc," according to Hartman. Currently in
Ohio nothing is pending in either
house, but Ohio NORML is in the
midst of a voter regtstrauon campaign.
Its iment is to get tts consutuency out to vote. NORML has
been "setting up hearings and lobbying," Hartman said. "The more
visible people are, the harder itts
for the system to come down on
lhem. Just being Vi SJ
our movement," said John
Hartman.
"Marijuana, a natural plant, is
theleastofthe evils in oursoctcty.
I believe marijuana will be legalized here in Ohio by 1996 at
the latest," Hartman said.
"The Drug Enforcement
Agene y is our biggest opposition,"
said John Harnnan. "The legislators are willing to listen."

by Mike Thomas
Aut. Features Ecltor
Recent studies show that chromium in a dietary regimen can
prevent heartdisease arnongother
health disorders.
According to Muscle and Fitness, Sept. 1989, up to 80 percent
of chromium is removed during
food processing. Sources that
replenish this loss include:
Brewer'syeast,beer,meat,cheese,
and whole grain cereals.
Nutrition Magazine,Feb. l991,
notes that chromium can help
combatartenosclerosis,thebuildup of fat and cholesterol deposits
in arteries and a major cause of
heart auaclcs in the United States.
It has been shown that chromium levels are exn·emely low in
our society. In fact, one study by
The American Journal ofClinical

problems can be prevented .
Augmentation of chromium
intake is especially tmportanl for
bodybuildersandathletes,saysone
study inMuscleandFllness. Two
factors associated with athletics
lead to a depletion of thi" important substance: intense training
that causes massive urinary chromium excretion, and a high carbohydratedietthatdepleteschromium stores.
So whether one is a hard<orc
athlete, or simply a health conscious mdividual, the addition of
chromium-enrichedfoodstoone's
diet can be very beneficial.
If you do not eat red meat, have
apieceofcheese. AndifWheaties
are not a favorite, have a beer.
These simple and undemanding
necessities are an integral pan of
human health and well-being.

by Michael Boychuk

Where do you go to escape
reality?

Dan Hess
Junior

"To read The
Carroll News"
Matt Kress
Junior

-

~

."J~ph Vince

.fitness Center"
Diane Lynch
Senior

Chromium is not just for
___b_u_mpers anymore

I

Nutrition shows that Americans
have lower chromium levels than
some third world nations. This
may be attributed to two major
factors: chromium-depleted agncultural soil and "excessive consumption of sugar and refined carbohydrates that increase chromium excretion."
Chromium also facihtates the
body's insulin producing action
and prevents blood platelets from
clotting and blocking arteries,
thereby helpingtopreventstrokes
and heart attacks.
In a study by The American
Medical Aswctation,an increased
intalce of chromium was shown to
inhtbit buildup of dangerous HDL
cholesterol by 15 percent. Coupled
with decreased consumption of
fatty foods, and an increase of
steady exercise, serious health

1'Second stall

~'

-

to

rigl.tt"
Pat Spicuzza
Senior

_.Sleep"
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Gangs active in area high schools
Asaresult,gangsrituallycompete against one another to gain
popularity and to acquire "turf,"
an
area of land they can call their
Thirty Cleveland teens were
own.
casualties in local gang wars in
Due to cocaine's effect on
1990. That number reflects the
youths,
Cleveland Police have
expansion of Los Angeles' and
seen
approximately
200 more juNew York's gangs to local suburvenile
cases.
ban neighborhoods.
A Safer Learning EnvironOver 25 organized gangs are
ment
active in Cleveland, according to
To
prevent
these crimes,
DetectiveJaniceAbernathyofthe
Charles
Reynolds,
principal of
Cleveland PoliceYouth Gang
Warrensville
High
School,
has atUnit
tempted
to
control
the
gang
probWorking with gangs for 15
lem
by
prohibiting
gangs
to
adyears, Abernathy has learned to
vertise
themselves
through
colcarry a gun at all times. She believes gang population is related ors.
His goal is to create a safe
to the infltu of West Coast drug
learning
environment by patroldealers in search of a better drug
ling
the
school,looking
for gang
market.
paraphernalia.
Drug Problems
"Around here,l am the only
Drugs are at the root of
Cleveland's gang problem, in gang leader," he said.
With approximately 500 stuAbernathy's view. Cocaine has
served as a catalyst, increasing dents enrolled at WarrensviJle, no
violent crime and gang involve- more than two srudents are perment Over 80 percent of juvenile mitted to wear identical clothing
offenders were under the influ- or baseball hats.
In Reynolds' view,colorsallow
ence of drugs when they commitgangs
to publicize and to identify
ted crimes, according to the Youth
with
one
another. By regulating
Gang Unit.
apparel,
he
said their comraderie
"Drugs cause kids to ego uip
and to hold an 'J don't care' atti· loosens and further recruitment is
avoided.
111dc." Abernathy srud.
by Therese Mlachok

....

...

Abraham Isham, vice principal of the school, said Reynold's
program has discontinued the gang
initiating
process
o

n

schoo l
grounds.
Cleve.1 a n d

t h e
problem
through incentives for
students to stay
off the streets. According to Vice
Principal Frank Walter, if students study at the school in the
evening they are allowed full use
of the gym after homework is
completed. Walter said his school
doe not have a dress code com parable to Warrensville's because it

their members a false sense of
security. For children with low
self esteem and little parental
guidance, gangs serve as a
"pseudo" family, supplying the
love, compassion and sense of
belonging that isn't found in the
broken home.
Children coming from such a
household are the most violent
gang members, unconcerned
with how they receive their recognition, according to Evans.
"Members need to feel important amongst losers," he said.
Yet, in exchange for recognition, gang members must
pledge full allegiance to the gang.
By threatening members with their
lives or their families lives, few
believes a
positive influential kids look for a way out, according
figure for gangs, such to Abernathy.
However, those kids who no
as Muhammad Ali, is
needed to counterbalance their longer identify themselves with
their gang, as Evans did, can fmd
violent lifestyle.
Likewise, Evans was drawn a way out with the help of the
away from his gang, the Silver Gang Unit.
"Until teens have an effective
Spoons, by a friend on the
and positive outlet available to
Lyndhurst Police Department.
According to Evans, his role them, gang activity will be prevamodel allowed him to see the psy- lent for a long time," Abernathy
chological and physical effects the said.
The only way she has seen gang
gang had on his life.
population decrease is when its
Children Are Affected
Psychologically, gangs give members die.

would only delay the gang problem.
Dr. Thomas Evans, John Carroll University psychology
professor and former high
school gang member, agrees
with Walter.
"Gangs don 'tneed to wear
special colors to recognize
eachother. Theyhaveitdown
to a knot in their shoelaces,"
Evans said. Instead of a
dress code, Evans

Alcohol dilemma at John Carroll sparks interest
by Christine Creamer

University Heights Deputy Chief of
Police, Charles T. LoBello, reported the
number of arrests from driving under the
influence has tripled since 1987, with the
majority of arrests in the 20-30 age range.
"The number of DUis in Oniversity
Heights has steadily been increasing since
1987. In 1987 we had 24 DUI arrests, thus
far in 1990 we've already had 70 arrests,
we'll probably have at least si~ or eight
more before the end of the year."
Besides age, there is a greater imbalance
in the gender category, with the number of
males arrested at 80 percent
Despite the differences in age and gender, there is no difference in race. LoBello
said there is an equal division of arrests
across the racial lines.
Aside from the DUI arrests, LoBello
also expressed a concern about public intoxication.
LoBello said, "There is still a problem
with public intoxication, and the problem
peaks when John Carroll University begins
and ends the school year."
LoBeliQ said the problem is seasonal
with most arrests in September, October,
April and May.

LoBello said during this time he usually
arrests two or three Carroll students a week.
LoBello said the rnajority of the students
he arrests are underage and drunk, walking
home from a night out.
LoBello said, "These kids go to parties
or bars and use phony identification to get
in and end up getting in serious trouble."
LoBello said he realizes students are
going to drink if they want to, but says they
should do it some place safe in order to
malce the streets safer.
LoBello said he talked to Dean of Students Joseph Farrell last spring concerning
the re-opening of the Ratt Bar.
LoBello said he supported it to help
keep student drinking centrally-located.
"The re-opening of the Rau Bar may
promote activity on campus, and also help
alleviate problems occurring in the bars and
on the streets."
LoBellosaidhesupponedanon-campus
bar because students are going to drink
anyway and this would help prevent accidents or arrests.
LoBello is not the only supporter of
reopening the Rau Bar.
Two Carroll faculty members, Ms. Linda
Seward and Dr. Robert Bruening, also liked
the idea.
Despite their support for such a move,
both faculty members realize there isadrive
for Carroll students to drink.

Bruening, who has taught at Carroll for

the public awareness was just very low.
Now students do alcohol and public awareness is very high," she said.
drinking problem on campus.
"I just think the problem is getting more
Seward said a disappointing aspect of
publicity now, partly because of the view this campus is the fact that students don't
attend non-alcoholic events.
society takes on drinking," he said.
"Last year the Club Coca-Cola dance
Bruening said the society is more health
and safety conscious, which puts greater was really a great idea, but the tum out was
awful, The Student Union went to a lot of
emphasis on the alcohol consumption.
wo.k on that, too."
Seward said srudents at other campuses
do attend events whether or not there is
drinking involved.
"When JCU students do go to events
where there is drinking, there is so much
destruction done,"
Seward said, referring to the 1988
Christmas Formal, where there was$10,000
in damage.
"Usually it is a few people who cause
destruction, but for the damage to escalate
to $10,000 there had to be a lot of drunk
students causing destruction," she said.
Seward also stated that if the students
want to re-open the Rau Bar, then the
destruction has got to stop.
"In the 60's, when 1 first came here, the
Bruening said, "If the srudents want to
problem was swept under the carpet. To re-open the Rau Bar then they have got to
sweep a problem like this under the carpet learn to talce responsibility for what they
today would be impossible."
do."
Seward saw a problem in the 60's with
Seward suggested that bouncers in the
Ratt would help the atmosphere to be less
marijuana, not alcohol.
"In the 60's the kids did marijuana, but destructive.
29 years, said there has always been a
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Seinfeld battles Anything But Love
by Chris Reed
Staff Reporter
A new bauJefield is lurlcing and the showdown is
between Anything But Love and Seinfeld. Both shows
have been scheduled opposite each other Wednesday
nights at 9:30.
Anything But Love stars Richard Lewis as Marty Gold
and Jamie Lee Curtis as Hannah Miller, both portraying
journalists. They begin as collegues/friends and no one
knows where it will end. The show also stars Bruce Weitz
(IJill Street Blues). Producer of the show, John Ritter,
will be in four episodes playing Gold's rival for Miller.
Anything But Love is a bit older than Seinfeld, and it
was originally cancelled last season, but was resurrected
by a letter writing campaign by its fans and returned to
prime time TV Feb. 6.
The show is funny and provides star quality and wellwritten scripts as well as funny moments and characters.
However, Anything But Love's main drawback is that it
is an<>ther Moonlighting clone.
For starlers, Gold and Miller have a tense friendship,
and they continue building the tension of how soon or

l

Richard Lewis and Jamie Lee Curtis
star together in Anything But LoYe. .p~woco.-yoCABC

whether or not they will"get it on." Also, they have a hard
time showing their feelings for each ~
Seinfeld. on the other hand, is a tor.a.lly different show.
Each week comedian Jerry Seinfeld delivers his stand-up
routine and relates some seemingly normal evem tn his life,
such as buying an aparunem or impressing a girlfriend's
father.
In comparison to Anything But Love. sf!,ifeld is newer,
fresher and more of a smart-aleck show. Seinfeld looks a
tad hke Gilbert Gou.fried,the loudmouth cable gonzo, onty
Seinfeld is better looking and beuer mannered.
Seinfeld and AnytJung But Love differ in thelT acting and
humor approaches. Setnfeld revobes around a person
portraying himself, whtle Curtis and Lewis play characters
presumably unlike themselves. Anything But Love' sactors
have more acllng expcnence than Sienfeld, bUl he more
than compensates with hts wtt and eagerness to learn.
Scheduling seems to be an important factor for the
success of each of show. During Seinfeld's ptlot episodes
last summer, it proved very successful m the ratil\gs. The
letter writing camprugn that saved Anything But Love
proves thattt will be a close ratings fight between the two
shows. So far, Anything But Love has come out ahead.

Bob Marley sings from the grave on his new album Talkin' Blues
by Pete Wilson
Staff Reporter

.,
~

In memory of Bob Marley's
passing approximately 10 years
ago, Island Records released
Talkin' Blues, an album with old
favorites and three new singles.
Talkin' B/uescaptureslhetime
in the mid-Seventic!s, when Bob
Marley & The Waiters took
reggae into the mainstream of
popular music. Most of the tracks
are from a broadcast for KSA r
radio in San Francasco, the only
recordings from TheWailers' flTSL
American tour in 1973.
The music is interspersed with
extracts from a rare Bob Marley
Jamaican radio interview, originally broadcast in 1975, which
provides a powerful adjunct to
the tracks on Talkin' Blues.
The Waiters at the Lime of
these recordings featured Bob
Marley together with Peter Tosh
(rhythm guitar/vocal), Earl
"Wire" Lindo (keyboards),
Astone "Familyman" Barrett
(bass), and his brother Carlton
Barren (drums).
Founding member Bunny
Livingston (later to change his
name to Bunny Wailer) had
toured with the band in England
earlier that year but, disenchanted
with his life on the road, he had
declined to work on the American
dates. His place wa'> taken by Joe
Higgs who, a few years earlier,
had taught The Wailers the techniques of harmony singing.
Songs included in the KSAN
radio session were "Burnin' and
Lootin,""KinkyReggae," "Slave
Driver," and "Raswman Chant"
The set also included "Walk the
Proud Land," originally recorded
in the mid-Sixties. It was later to

appear on Bunny Wailer's Sings
the Wailers album. A refreshing
song is"Can'tBlarneThe Youth"
in which Peter Tosh and Bob
Marley reverse rolls.
Nearly L-.o years after the music for this album was completed
in 1975, Bob gave an interview to
Dcrmou Hussey, l.he doyen of
Jamaica's music commentators.
Marley's authenticity and heavy
patois accent contributed to the
candid quality of the interview.
He talked openly about Haile
Selassie and the break-up of the
original Waiters, not to mention
his music. Talkin' Blues contains
brief extracts which provide a
powerful adjunct to the music
tracks.
Thetitletrack and"Bend Down
Low" are alternative versions of
the songs that appeared on Natty
Dread, Bob Marley and the
Wailers' 1974 album. The final
track is "I Shot the Sheriff," a
crucial composition in Bob
Marley's career. Eric Clapton's
version of the song was a worldwide hit in 1974, a success which
drew attention to Marley's
songwriting talent
The version of "I Shot the
Sheriff' included in Talkin' Blues
is taken from the first of two
concert nights at the Lyceum
Ballroom in London. Some suggest that, in terms of delivery and
passion, it is the best recorded
version.
Talkin' Blues details an important moment in Marley's career, when his music first found an
international voice. By the end of
the Seventies, Marley was confumedasoneofthedecade'smost
challenging artists; a supreme
musician, songwriter, and performerwhohad taken reggae from

the Jamaican streets and into the
world's charts and concert halls.
Talkin' Blues chronicles the slarl
of that voyage.
Marley's career stretched over
20 years. During that time,
Marley's growing style encompassed every aspccl in the rise of
Jamatcan mu:.tc, from !)ka to
contemporaryreggae.lnatgrowlh
was well reflected in the maturity
of the Wailer's music.
Marley has been called "The
First Third World superstar,"
"Rasta Prophet,"and "revolullonary artist" These accolades were
not mere hyperbole. Marley was
one of the most charismatic performers of our Lime.

Bob Marley proves that he is tr uly irie with Talkin' B lues.
· pboiD CCW1UY

Congratulations
& Good Luck
to the
Athletes
competing at
Nationals!

or loW>d ~.to

-

.....
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Two-faced movie stirs different points of view
He Said,
By Philip Budnick
Entertainment Editor

The new movieHe Said,She Said should
be called Who Cares WhatTheySaid?This
movie is unique in that it is viewed from
the male point of view for the flfSt half of
the movie, and then it is viewed (rom the
female point of view for the second half of
the movie.
This is all quite innovative and very
original, but after a while one really begins
to care less what either of them actually
has to say.
If the innovative twist to the movie is
taken away a sappy-boring "movie-ofthe-week" plot is left The plot involves
Lorie Bryer (Elizabeth Perkins) and Dan
Hanson (Kevin Bacon), who work rtogether
at the Baltimore Sun and are assigned to
do a column together, only to end up
falling in love.
The movie did have a few humorous
scenes. One of those. scenes was a dream
sequence that Bryer has when assigned to
review a risque dance program. While
watching the dancers, she pictures herself
as the female dancer and Hanson as the
male dancer.
ll
Ht Said, SM Said also had a problem
with point of view. l was noLOnly confused
with the transition from male to female
points of view. but before that transition it
reallydidnOLseem to be told from Hanson's
viewpoint. Much of the fiTSt half of the
movie seemed to be in third person point of
view.
The movie is a nice, lighthearted story
that tries desperately to warm the hearts of
its viewers, but everything in this movie,

with the exception of the few dream sequences, is trite and boring; however, it is
especially boring to go through the entire
ftrst half of the movie, the male perspective. and barely laugh, and then to sit
through the same scenes again in the second half, the female perspective, when it
still is not funny or even entertaining.
I wanted to like this movie. I tried to
like this movie. llike Kevin Bacon, Eli7..abeth Perkins, and Sharon Stone, who plays
Hanson's ex-girlfriend Linda, but they
could not
carry the
boring story
by themselves.
T here
was almost a
chemistry
between
Bryer and
Hanson, but
nothing that
I
cared
about. Instead, let me

watchPreuy
Woman or
Green Card

She Said.
By Angela Fasick
Staff Reporter

lie Said, She Said is a cute little flick
about the trials and tribulations of relationships. I know it got trashed in the Plain
Dealer. but I think that is just because the
reviewer was fresh out of a bad relationship
when she watched it. It is old fashioned in
a Doris Day/
Rock Hudson
kind of way.
How could one
not like it?
The movie
focuses on the
relationship
between two
journalists,Dan
Hanson (Kevin
Bacon) and
Lorie Bryer
(Elizabeth
Perkins), who
meet while
competing fora
column in the

again. I did
Baltimore Sun.
not care if
They are orthey slept~=============
dered to share
together, Kevin Bacon and Elizabeth Perkins star
the column and
broke up or L..i_n_H_e_S_aid_·.:..'_Sh_e_S_a_id_._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ____. they end up
sliced each
falling in love.
others' throats.
That part of the movie is simple.
Actually, it should have been a horror
What is complicated is that the movie is
movie. That would have been interesting divided into two parts so that the audience
at least. We could call it He Killed. She can see the relalationship from both Dan's
Screamed or His Guts, Her Knife.
and then Lorie's point of view. I admit it is
Well, we can only hope for a movie a little confusing, but then again, so is life.
that good. That's the way I see it.
Besides being a little messed up chro-

no logically and in point of view, the movie
often drifts into flights of fantasy. The first
one threw me off (Dan tries to order sex at
a restaurant) but after a while you get the
hang of separating the fact from fiction.
In fact, the audience does a better job of
separating fact from ftction than Dan and
Lorie do. That, I think, is the whole point
of the movie.
The central foundation of this movie is
that it is hard to be objective about any kind
of relationship that involves our emotions
so deeply.
And hey, don't all relationships (even
the one you have with the teller at the bank)
involve emotion in some form? Isn't anything that has anything to do with emotions
bound to be subjective?
Hey, wait, this movie is not as deep as I
am making it out to be. It is just a little
movie with a lot of romance (which is
good) and a lot of laughs (which is even
better).
It is not a movie about sexual stereotypes.
It is a movieaboutpeople. As Jim Morrison
of the Doors once said, "People are
strange."
That, my friends, is exactly why He Said,
She Said is funny. Lorie and Dan, whether
they are competing or working together, in
love or disgusted with each other are totally
their own people. I like them. I think they
are interesting. I think you will too.
He Said. She Said tells a story that will
make you laugh and maybe even warm
your heart a little.
Plus, after you see it. you can argue
about it with a loved one or two (and it wiU
be very subjective because it will be emotional).
Now, tell me, isn't that worth a buck or
six of your hard earned cash? I think so,
and that is the way I see it.

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
••
•
•
•
Entertainment
around
town
...
••
•
•
•
Featuring the Cleveland Institute of Art Cinematheque
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•• Six feature films directed or Malanga, Mario Montez, Mary
•
Other Warhol films include •
• produced by Andy Warhol will Woronov, and Ingrid Superstar. TheLifeo[JuanitaCastro,Nude:
•• be shown March 1-10 at the This
film , recently restored by the Restaurant, and Lonesome •

.....

SubwaJ!eni! w~d~~s~All ~when the snow falls -

/ • come to where the food
is fresh, fast and H-0-T!

381-2424
~'=~::f"i'J
Warrensville l Mavfteld

:g:Hr.IJ)

••••••••••••••
• •••1
riot Foollong Meatball SanctMc:tl
two
Buy any

:.~~l:!Ji~:~~~tl::.~;.!1~!~;:
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• Cleveland Institute of Art. The
:Cleveland Cinematheque series
•"From Warhol to Morrissey"
•• focuses on films made between
•1965 and 1973, a period when
:Andy Warhol movies stopped
• being directed by the artist
:himself and started being filmed
• by Paul Morrissey.
: The Cinematheque series
• features four movies by Warhol
:and two by Morrissey.lncluded
• among the fonner is the com: plete, uncut Chelsea Girls. a three
• at;~ <I a half hour portrait of some
• of the more freakish denizens of
•• New York's Chelsea Hotel.
• Featured are such Warhol regu: Iars as Nico, Ondine, Gerard

Museum of Modem Art, will be

shown in its original split-screen
format, with two projectors running simultaneously, casting
separate side-by-side images.

Cowboys.JoeDallessandrostars :
in this last film, as well as in •
Trash and Dracula, the series' •
two Paul Morrissey movies. •
•
Jonas Mekas• 36-minute portrait •
film "Scenes from the Life of:
Andy Warhol" will open the •
series on March 1.
:
All films are for adults only •
and will be shown in the Aitken :
Auditorium of the Cleveland In- •
stitutc of Art, 11 141 East Boule- •
vard. Admission to any movie
(except Chelsea Girls) is $4; $3
for Cinematheque members.
Chelsea Girls costs $6; $4 for
Cinematheque members. For
funher information, call 4217450.

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

...
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Kunert combines psychology and spirituality in counseling
before his eighteenth birthday,
February 10, 1944, he entered the
Society of Jesus.
After joining the JesUits,
Kunert rcceivedhisbachelor' sand
masLCr'sdegreesinLatinatLoyola
University in Chicago. After this,
he taught Latin and Greek at
Loyola Academy in Chicago and
coached their high school football
team from 1951 to 1954.
Kunert then went back to
Loyola University to get his STL
(liccnciate in Sacred Theology)
and to the UniversityofCalifomia
by Jackie Mikula
from 1959 to 1965 to get his
Rev.Kenneth Kunert. SJ., di- doctorate in psychology.
rector of University Counseling
While working towards his
Services at John Carroll Univer- doctorate, Kunert trained in the
sity, knew he wanted to beaJeswt Veteran's Administration Hospiall of his life.
tal in Oakland, the McCauley
Kunert recalls the ftrst time he Neuro-Psychiatric Institute in San
felt his calling at age eight when Francisco and the Suicide Prehe was encouraged to say the 30 vention Center of Los Angeles.
days prayer to the Holy Mother.
Kunert recalls receiving one of
He was always encouraged to en- his biggest shocks when he atter the priesthood, and after fin- tended the University of Califorishing this prayer he knew that nia. Being in Jesuit institutions all
was the direction he should of his life, Kunert refers to the
take. Kunert felt further drawn to University of California as his
the priesthood at age eleven when "ecumenical orientation" where
he visited the Martyr's Shrine in he realized that good existed outMidland, Ontario and talked to a side of Jesuit institutions.
After receiving his doctorate in
priest there.
Kunert attended University of 1965, Kunert taught psychology
Detroit High School and a month at the University of Detroit while

developing the university's doctoral program, working with the
marriage and counseling program
and supervising graduate students
in psychotherapy. He also spent
two years as the director of Unaversity Counseling Services. In
addition. Kunert was the moderator of Delta Zeta sorority and the
moderator of the Knights of Co
lumbus there.
In 1980, Kunert left the University of Detroit to prot.cst the
psychology department and began
teaching psychology at JCU. In
1985, he became the director of
JCU's Counseling Services.
The most common problems
Kunert helps students deal with
are problems of personal growth
and self-esteem. He said that many
college students are pressured by
expectations of perfection from
their parents or themselves.
Many students face depression
over grades and career choices,
according to Kunert The most
frequent problems that are deall
with in counseling involves students who have a lack of personality development and other psychological problems.
The best way Kunert finds to
help most students is by helping
them to know themselves, theu
strengths and thc1r bmltal.loru;.

"I like to help people find
themselves and be happy," said
Kunert.
The main reason Kunert became a psychologist was to apply
psychology tO growth and spintual
life. He is a flffll believer in the
theory of transactional analysis,
which sees a parent and child personality in each person. Kunert
feels that a great part of overcoming emotional problems is by
helping the adult side of the person take charge of his emotions.
Kunert, a part-time psychology professor at JCU. became interested in psychology and counseling because he wanted to intcrate psychology and spmtual

year."
A complete turnover in members has seemed to solve the
problem of dedication.
"All new players came out this
year," Wyly said. "We have a lot
more talent and they seem enthused about playing."
Wyly, who will play goalkeeper, shares that enthusiasm.
"We will win this year," Wyly
said.
Wyly, a junior education major, is still searching for a greater
degree of respect. He recently
hired a coach to legitimize the
club, while another member persuaded his father's business to
donate uniforms. A six-team
tournament is also planned for

April.
While splitung ume between
his duties as ISC Pres1dent,
working two jobs and mamt.aming
his studies, there IS not much time
fortheothersportm Wyly'slifebasketbaU.
"Basketball was my favorite
sport until I played soccer," Wyly
said.
Wyly earned three letters for
basketball in high school, but now
plays mainly to keep in shape.
In any event, Wyly is looking
forward to the upcoming indoor
soccer season.
"After last year, I•m just happy
wegotofftheground,"Wylysaid.
He hopes a successful season will
bring the respect he believes ISC
and its members deserve.
In addition to the difficulty
Wyly has had to face in forming
the ISC, he has endured further
difficulties as a diabetic. In the
summer he worlcs at a camp for
diabetic children called Camp Ho
Mita Koda or "Welcome My
Friend" in English. This camp,
located in Newbury. Ohio, helps
children manage their diabetes
while having an enjoyable summer experience.
With what Wyly has already
accompHshed, earning a liule respect should be no trouble at all.

by Mark Stewart
After a year and a half of dedication and hard work, the Indoor
Soccer Club was chartered last
November. But for ISC President
Jamie Wyly, the struggle is not
over.
Trying to change people's
opinions about indoor soccer is
not an easy job, Wyly admits.
"All we want is some respect,"
Wyly said.
After graduating in 1988 from
Lutheran East High School in
Cleveland, Wyly, a four-year
varsity letterman in soccer as a
goalkeeper and right wing, wanted
to play for the Blue Streaks.
During his sophomore year
Wyly tried out for the outdoor
soccerteam, but because he needed
to devote time to his studies, he
could not make a commitment.
When the Strealcs later entered
into a local indoor league, Wyly
approached them albout playing
and was turned down.
"'They weren'treaUy interested
in someone who wasn't playing
outdoor," Wyly said.
But Wyly was n()t about to
abandon a sport he has played
since fifth grade. Figuring other
students were facing similar situations. Wyly organized the Indoor

Soccer Club.
Soon things turned sour. Wyly
and the Student Union could not
connect about a charter. and when
they finally did, it was revoked the
next week on a technicality. Undaunted, Wyly and two other
members stuck with the idea and
entered the club in a local league
last spring.
However, a lack of dedication
by some players and a scheduling
snafu undermined Wyly's high
aspirations, leaving the club
winless in eight games.
"We weren't a good team to
begin with, then we were switched
from a low-talent league to one
with experienced teams," Wyly
said. "That won't happen this

Rev. Kenneth Kunert, SJ. of University Counsel-phodfby
in!! Mal<cll..

growth and development
He has a strong desire to help
others grow and develop and
overcome psycholog1cal problems
so that people may 1ead a fuller,
more meaningful and enjoyable
life. Besides being the director of
counseling services at JCU.
Kunert is also a licensed psychologist in Ohio and Michigan.
In addition, KunertgJVes World
Wide Marriage Encounter Weekends, retreats and lectures relating
to psychology. However, healways keeps time available for
golfing and for "having a good
time."
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.OAC foes prove no match for Carroll swimmers
by Mike Stein
Sports Editor

Riding a tidal wave of points,
theJohnCarroll University men's
and women's swimming teams
successfully defended their Ohio
Athletic Conference championships last weekend in Carroll's
own Johnson Natatorium.
Carroll's men had pretty much
washed away the competition after the flTSt day, mounting close to
a 100-point lead after Friday's
action. 1be men cruised to a flTSt
place total of 601 points, while
Baldwin-Wallace finished a distant second with 378. Mount
Union was a close third at 350,
while Hiram finished fourth at 297,
and Ohio Northern was last at
215.
The women's competition was
a bit closer, but Carroll still came
out the winner with 626 points,
compared to Baldwin-Wallace's
512. Mount Union fmished third
at 399, Hiram fourth at 221 , and
Ohio Northern last with 220.
"The women's competition
was a bit closer than we hoped it
would be," said JUnior diver
Chnstie Palumbo, who won both
the I -meter and 3-meter divmg
events. "The divers did more than
w..,ectedtiomayounsteam."
All ofCarroll 'sdiverswonthc~r

diving events, with the men taking
both first and second places.

Freshman Sean Flaherty swept the
diving events, with junior Brian
O'Maille fmishing second.
One of the lOp performers of
the weekend was freshman swimmer David O'Dell, who won two
individual events, setting a new
school record in one, and swam on
a winning relay team .
"It was a really competitive
environment," said O'Dell. "The
team really came together."
O'Dell took flTSt in bolh the
100- and 200-yard fly , and in the
200-yard fly, set a new school
record of 1:59.42, becoming the
first Carroll swimmer 10 ever break
the two-minute mark in lhatevent.
O' Dell also swam on the wmning
200-yard medley relay team .
The women's team displayed
their own multiple-winning
freshman during the meet, Marcy
Mu1barger. Mulbarger took both
the 100-and200-yard breaststroke
events, and fmished second in the
200-yard individual medley. In
the I 00-yard breaststroke,
Mulbarger broke a five year old
pool record with a time of 1:10.78.
The only other individual
winner was Ross McAllister for
the men, as he opened the meet on
Friday by winning the 500-yard
free w1th a time of 4:55.42, the
only race nan under five minuLeS
10 that event
Carroll also had a pool full of
second place fmishers. On the

CONGRATULATIONS to the
New Student Union Officers!!
Joe Cimpennan- President
Bridget McGuinness - Vice President
Judy Nemenich- Chief Justice
Lora Polisseni - Secretary
Dennis McAndrew - Treasurer
Register for the 3-on-3 tournament in the SU.
Tournament is March 9 & 10.
Sign up for the Dance Marathon from Feb. 25- Mar. lO
in the Inn Between. Candy bar sale in dorms $1.
If you are interested in attending University Hei~hts
Council Meetines for Intercollegiate Affairs - see
Camille Molyneaux.
SENIOR CLASS:
March 8.

To~a

Balcony Bash 9 pm- 1 am

St. Pat's Party w/ Irish Club at Cafe Rock March 14

men's side, senior Jeff LaCamera
came in second in the 50-yard
free, losing to Mount Union's Dan
Glatz by only .08 seconds. Another Mount Union swimmer,
Ke vin Hopkins, edged Ross
McAIJ ister by less than one second
in the 200-yard free. McAllister
later lost to Hopkins by .13 seconds
in the 100-yard free. Junior Tom
Doyle earned second place in the
200-yard backstroke, and junior
Jim Walter fmished second in the
100-yard breaststroke.
For the women, sophomores
Bonnie MacDougall and Jennifer

Peu.it each took second place in
two races, MacDougall in the I00and 200-yard fly races, and Peu.it
in the 200- and I ,650-yard free.
Sophomore Julie Bork also fm ished second in the 200-yard
backstroke.
" [The team] spends a lot of
timetogelher," Palumbosaid. "We
went to Florida for two weeks
[during winter break] and you
basically live with lhe whole team
as a family. Its a good group.
There's a lot of personality."
"We expected 10win lhemeet,"
O' Dell said. "We had some good

swims and some not so good
swims. Overall, everyone swam
well."
Although the conference season is over, for Christie Palumbo,
one more event remains. For the
third consecutive year she qualified for the DivisiOn DI Nationals
in both 1- and 3-met.er diving.
''I'm really hoping to go AllAmerican on both boards, maybe
even top 12," Palumbo said. The
top 16 fmishers earn All-America
status.
The Nationals are in March at
Emory College in Atlanta.
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Blue Streak Sports Notebool<
HOOP DU JO R: Three John Carroll University basketball players have been named as Ohio
Athletic Conference honorable mention selections. Two men, freshman guard Johnn1e Bufford and
junior forward Mike Toth earned honors, while the only woman representative for Carroll is freshman
forward Cindy Shumaker.
Bufford, the only freshman on the AJl-OAC team, was the OAC leader in ass1sts, dishing outl47
on the year for a 5.7 average. He also averaged 14.9 points per game, and had a team-high 46 steals.
His 36 points in a 108-94 loss to Mount Union were the most by any Carroll player this year.
Toth scored473 points for the Blue Streaks this year, which was more lhan in his first two seasons
combined (463). He led the Streaks in scoring at 18.2 points per game, rebounding with 7.8 rebounds
per game, and blocked shots with 14.
In her fmal game of lhe season, Shumaker turned in her best performance, scoring 31 pomts (a team
season high) and grabbing a school record 23 rebounds in a 87-661oss in the quarterfmals of the OAC
tournamentiOeventual champion Muskingum. Shumaker finished with a scoring average of 14.5, and
a team high 8.9 rebounds per game. She also led the team 10 blocked shots with 26.
RECORD BOOK: Both John Carroll's men's and women's basketball teams set several team
records this season. Here is a complete list:

WOMEN'S
· Most points, season:
Most field goal attempts, season:
Most three point attempts, season:
Most rebounds, season:
Most blocked shots, season:
Most three point attempts, game:
Most blocked shots, game:

.MEN:S.
1785
Most points, game: 124 vs. Carnegie1851
Mellon University, 12/4/90
181
Most field goals, season: 793
1166
Most three pointers, game: 16 vs. Camegie87
Mellon University, 12/4/90
18 vs. Marietta, 2/16!91
12 vs. Mount Union, 2/5/91

Hockey club prepares for tourney
by Mike LaForest
Stoff Reporter
The John Carroll Blue Streak
hockey team travels this weekend
to lhe University of Dayton 10
defend its 1989-'90 Mid west
Collegiate Hockey Association
title.

The team was much improved
this year with an 11-7-1 record,
and was 5-5 in league play. They
will face Dayton, Ohio University, Indiana, Toledo, and new
MCffi. rival Purdue in the 10umamenL A seventh team, Denison,
is unable to make the playoffs.
This weekend will be a big
challenge for the Blue Streaks.

They wo~ ·last year's playoffs after a dismal season of league play.
Now they want to prove that last
year's championship was not a
fluke.
However, the Streaks will have
to make do without three injured
players: Phil Russo (shoulder),
Charlie Fitzsimmons (knee), and
Tim Donahue.
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Men·s indoor track team in OACs
by David Coldwell
Sports Editor
In just its second year of Ohio
Athletic Conference competition,
theJ ohn Carroll men's indoor track
team seems poised to start contending with some of lhe tradtntional conference powers.
With lhc OAC Championships
coming up this weekend at
Baldwin-Wallace, head men's
coach Don Stupica expects his
Streaks to improve on last year's
sevenlh place showing in lheeightteam competition.
"Last year we scored only six
pointsatlheOAC's," Stupicasaid.
"Now we are in a much beuer
position to getsomerelatively high
fmishes."
Led by senior Eric Hunkele,

who has been a part of five school
records, the Strealcs should have
severalchancesforstrongfmishes.
Hunkele is seeded #I in the 500
meterwilh theOAC's fastest time
of lhe season and a JCU record of
1:07.72, which he set last friday at
Baldwin-Wallace.
Another htgh seeded Streak is
sophomore Mau Nonz whose time
of2:02.3S last weekend at B-W tn
the 800 meters ts fifth in lhe conference and also a school record.
Freshman John Smiley ran a
4: 12.43 in the mtle to earn the #4
seed. Sophomore Ed Kuntz also
owns a school record, in the 300
meters.
Carroll's relay teams are also
much improved, with the 4x400
team having set a school record
last weekat3:30.12, which is good

enough for the lhird seed.
Wilhout the availablility of an
mdoor track facJl tty. whtch OAC
opponents Baldwtn- Wallace,
Oti.Crbein, and Mount Un1on do
have, the road to tmprovement
would seem to be uphill for Carroll.
Bul, JCU still practices every day,
someumes bravtng lhe wmter
weather by running outdoors.
"Everyday is a new circumstance," Stupica said. ''Our
handicap is that we have to constantly adjust to the weather."
Accordmg to Stuptca, hts runners train outdoors unless lhe temperature dips below 25 degrees.
Not surprisingly, the schools with
bona fide indoor track facilities
have the top indoor teams, wilh
Mount Union being the overwhelming favorite to win.

Word Plus Professional Word Processing and Desktop Publishing. FifSCHOLARSHIPS, FELLOWSHIPS, teen years experience for finest qualGRANTS.
ity papers, presentations and more.
EO'S
SERVICES
Call 341-4578.
BOX
3006
BOSTON,
MA 02130
PERSONAL
Sommer Sublets W&nted

SID & UNCLE TOM~ ABOUT YOUR
NOTI!I
I'Ll DONATE

Law finn seeking furnished apartments OFFER .

for summer associat1:ts to sublet. PLASMAl
Please contact Debbie Tomedolskey 1 - - - (586-7306) or Lorie Hart (586-1351). Hey L.A : Snort Snort- - - ooopsl

MATH TUTORING - All levels, inK.P. : Just a gentle reminder that ...
clueing statistics. Call David at 691, it's cropll!lll
if it's not
0812. Available anytime. Inducing
weekends.
- ---t Psycho C Why do you stare at us?l
-K.AL
BEACHE!i
Beach House for rent d~tily / weekly on
beautiful Lake Erie. Greatforsummer Lori M. & Kristin P.- Don't worry, be
partiesorgettogethers --from 10-40 happy! - someone who loves you
people. lndudes: Jet Ski, sailboat. ._g_u_y_sl_!- - - - - - •w•,nos.umn, motor boat. waterskiing
Wam1ng to Kristin and Lori Sexy
and fishing all on a secluded, private
Women dte sooner!
sandy beach. Horseback Riding,
golfing and amusements are just minutes etNay. Call Michael Picasso at
861-8652formoreinformation. Summer is just 100 days away Ill - - - i Michelle·
SPRING

,.

BREAK

-

Have a great weekend

DAYTONA Love ya honey, Matt

BEACHII! Cheap fun In the sun For To theJodte- Meister(Hot Rod) Next
more information, call Vince at 3975250 or Gene at 397•5259.
time we go to Ferguson's, leave your
1 - - - - - - -- - - ---1 straw at home... or keep it in your
Help Wanted: Dial America, nation's pocket! Ha Ha! (Snort!) Luv, Hamlargest telemarketing firm needs ._m_e_r__
communicators to wofiol
9am _ 1pm, 12pm _ 4pm, S:30pm _ Mike -The mystery caller who called
me last Wednesday ( 1120191). Sorry
9:30pm, 6pm- 10pm, or 9pm- 12am. h
Plea call
58
me
Aexible scheduling For interview 1 ung up on you.
ca11
-3367_
again I want to talk this lime
333
Cowboy Dan -Just a gentle reminder
TOL Word Processing Lowrates- that•ifirsnotScottishifs"-!lml" From
4093
Overnight service .... 382•
Snort (who the heck else?!)
Sublets Needed: Large letN firm lookScott. I keep trying to get out but they
ing for homes I apartments for law
keep pulling me .b.al<ls..ia!' Klis
students who are clerking 1n Cleveland
during summer months Call Paula
Galbincea 687-8817
EXCELLENT INCOMEI EASY
WORK! ASSEMBLE PHODUCTS AT
Cowboy Dan- You dance- floor, w1ld
HOME. CALL NOWI
-woman !II Have aS 0 T B! Luv the
1 -601 -388 - 8242 EXT H 3189 24
Baghead Bimbos.
hrs

j
Jim the logger was devastated as
he realized that he had purchased
a forest of boomeran trees.
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Grapplers earn first OAC championship
by nm Horan
Stoff Reporter
----It has been said that the first
time is always the best time. As
far as the John Carroll University
wrestling team is concerned, this
statement is likely to hold true for
quite some time.
In last Saturday's Ohio Athletic Conference wrestling championships at Carroll Gym, host
John Carroll dominated the tournament from start to finish as it
won its flfSt OAC championship.
JCU racked up 99.75 points, more
than 35 points better than secondplace Mount Union, whichentered
the meet as a six-time defending
champion. And, all ten of JCU's
wrestlers finished in either f1rst,
second, or third place.
Senior Nick Salatino and junior Dave Buckiso each repeated as
conference champions, while
juniors Judd Smith, Tim Bane,
and Corey Bowser won their f1rst
OAC titles.
Salatino captured his 118pound title when he beat up on
Mount Union's J.R. Richner en
route to a 12-5 win, as well as
holding off a scrappy Curtis
Thomspon, 2-1, for the championship.
Buckisoentered the tournament
as the number two seed at 134

pounds behind Ohio Northern's
Fred Boulton, who got the top
scedforhavingdefeatedCarroll's
returning All-American in the
OAC Duals. Boulton, however,
did not live up to his ranking, as he
was upset in the semifinals.
Buckiso dropped Scott Blair of
Heidelberg 5-2 in the final.
Smith left no doubt that he was
matkingat167pounds. Hepinned
his first two opponents, both in the
first period, before he faced
Baldwin-Wallace•s Ray Sigworth.
who took Smith to the final whistle.
Smith still won decisively, though.
by a score of 10-1. Smith allowed
just one point the entire tournament, when he intentionally allowed Sigworth to escape.
Tim Bane had to do it the hard
way. but he made his trip to the
winner'scircleasexcitingaspossible. ThenumberfourseedBanc
upset Don Bell, the number one
seed at 177 pounds from
Muskingum, in the semifinals to
reach the championship match. In
the final, Bane's heroics continued, as he shocked everyone with
his pinning of Heidelberg's Brandon Payne at the 4:11 mark of the
second period.
After falling behind 4-1 in the
first period, Bane opened the
second st.an:~.a with an escape, and
then finished his work of art when

he countered a Payne takedown
auempt and caught him in a half
nelson.
Corey Bowser was supposed
to have the toughest draw in the
tournament, but he made it look
easy. Hewasthethirdseedat 190
pounds where the two wrestlers
ahead of him were both national
qualifiers and carried a combined
record of 48-4. But Bowser. the
only returning All-American at
the weight class, ripped through
the top two seeds and emerged as
the champion. Bowser brought to
a halt second seed Tony Cipollone
of Baldwin-Wallace, 12-6 in the
semifinals. and then battled twotimeanddefendingchampionBart
Randolph of Heidelberg, 9-4 in
the championship match.
Rounding out the rest ofJCU's
winners were Walt Karrenbauer
and Mike Gillmor, with second
place finishes at 126 pounds and
150 pounds respectively. Freshman 142-pounder Kevin Reed,
senior 158-pounder Tim Connor,
and junior heavyweight Dan
Single each finished third.
Along with the five weight class
winners Karrenbauerand Gillmor
were selected as wild cards to
compete at the Division Ill Natonal Championllhips, held this
year at Augustan a College m Rock
Islan ,d Illinois, this weekend,

.
·

March I-2.
Although the team is not favored to win, the Blue Streaks do
not count themselves out of contenuon for the national crown by
any means.
"We're in the hunt," said assistant coach Joe Schmidt. "Anytlungcan happen. We have a lotof
youngguyswhocansurpriscsomc
people. Anybody who has counted
us out could be in for an awakening."
Head
Kerry
coach

·

Volkmann,who was voted OAC
coach of the year, agrees that his
team is definitely an underdog,
but said the title will come down
to the team who best meets the
ch~!lenge of this tough championship tournament. And, he hopes
his BlueStrcalcs are that team.
"We' readarkh~

not as seasoned as we thought we
would be," Volkmann sa1d. "The
team that gets hot could make an
impact out there. I hope we're the
team that gets hot/~'~-==-_...~---

Namesakes of fitness complex return

by Kevin Krueger
Last Sarurday at John Carroll
University, it seems volumes were
spoken about the full package of
class, determination, and
achievement that Division III ath·

Jetics can offer.
At the dedication ceremonies
for the workout complex named
in his honor, former John Carroll
University football coach and athletic director Ralph Vince detailed
stories of his becoming an example
ofdesire and opportunity forming
success.
"I learned something from
this... ," Vince would say, as he
talked fondly of learning to make
a deal, or of the beginnings of his
football career. It soon became
clear that his explanauon of "always having been in the right place

13443 Cedar at S. Taylor
Cleveland Hts.
932-0603

at the right time" was not enough,
but that the true essence of the
man required more: he made the
most of where he was-whether
performing for Wa~hington and
Jefferson or trudging through cinders as a football coach at John
Carroll-and demanded by example the same from all around
him. He adapted to his situation,
sought to move forward, and
settled for nothing less than all he
could offer.
The same could be said for
Tom Corbo, for whom the weight
conditioning room is named .
Aptly so, it seems, for it was Corbo
himself who supplied John Carroll
with its meager begmnings in
weight equipment. His pair of
dumbbells and his curling bar
shaped a phys1que and a career

would end in his becoming John
Carroll's first All-American
wrestler.
"When I first started playing
football in grade school. they lined
us up from biggest to smallest to
get our equipment," Corbo said.
"I was near the back. of the line and
ended up without a helmet, and
the rest of my equipment wasn't in
very good shape.
"I made up my mind that I was
going to work as hard as I could 10
build up my size, so I could get to
the front of that line."
ln the last period of a wrestling
match his senior year, as Corbo
proudly held up four fingers to the
John Carroll crowd to s1gnify his
forth strrught conference championship, he placed himself at the
very front of a lin(' of Carroll

PEP BAND FORMING
2nd GENERATION
DJ Every
Friday Night
From Alternative Music
To Classic Rock and Roll

ANYONE INTERESTED IN
PARTICIPATING IN A PEP BAND
FOR THE 1991- 1992 MEN·s
VARSITY BASKETBALL SEASON,
CONTACT HEAD COACH TIM
BAAS AT 397-4505

wrestling success that would follow. His stature-not just physically, but as a man-remains imposing.
It seemed not a coincidence,
then, when the dedication ceremony ended and spilled out into
the wrestling and swi(Tlming contests successfully in progress.
"Our victory can be accredited
to a tremendous team effort," said
Ellen Green, a senior swimmer.
"Having the opportunity to be a
part of it is somethmg I'll never
forgeL The spirit of competition
and friendship was mcredible."
On the mats, the story was
identical.
"We had a great
efforL,"
said senior wrestler Tim Connor.
"[Tim) Bane, [Corey] Bowser
guys hk.e that found out just how
deep they could dig, and pulled H
out with a lot of heart.''
It seems the stuff upon which
the best bwld and carry out their
h .es.

team

SARECOMING
MARCH 1ST!

